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ABSTRACT
As the World Wide Web evolves into an immense informa-
tion network, it is tempting to build new digital library ser-
vices and expand existing digital library services to make
use of web content. In this paper, we present the design
and implementation of G-Portal, a web portal that aims to
provide digital library services over geospatial and georef-
erenced content found on the World Wide Web. G-Portal
adopts a map-based user interface to visualize and manip-
ulate the distributed geospatial and georeferenced content.
Annotation capabilities are supported, allowing users to con-
tribute geospatial and georeferenced objects as well as their
associated metadata. The other features included in G-
Portal’s design are query support, content classiﬁcation, and
content maintenance. This paper will mainly focus on the
architecture design, visualization and annotation capabili-
ties of G-Portal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A web portal, or simply portal, has been commonly de-
ﬁned as a web site that provides well-organized informa-
tion resources within a common domain. Traditionally, web
resources within portals have been organized into various
pre-deﬁned categories and made available through links on
web pages. For example, Yahoo! [15] is a general-purpose
web portal that attempts to index a set of selected web
resources into a large hierarchy of categories1. Web por-
tals oﬀer several known advantages to their users. Firstly,
the well-categorized web resources allow users to quickly sift
away large volumes of unwanted information and to focus on
the relevant ones. Secondly, web portals often provide some
search engines to query their indexed resources.
With an increasing amount of geospatial information ac-
cessible on the web, it is attractive to construct portals that
organize these resources systematically and provide services
over them. However, because these resources have spatial
attributes (e.g. latitude and longitude), a more appropri-
ate approach might be to organize them spatially on a map.
Thus, web portals for such geospatial resources no longer
just categorize and present them as textual data and links,
but also as locations on a map. This is a natural mode of
interaction as users of geospatial information typically lo-
cate information within speciﬁc regions of interest. Using a
map-based approach, users will be able to zoom in quickly
to their areas of interest and retrieve the desired resources
based on location.
In this paper, we present G-Portal, a digital library pro-
ject started at the Centre for Advanced Information Systems
in Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. The aim of
the project is to identify, classify and organize geospatial and
georeferenced resources on the web and to provide digital
library services (e.g. searching, visualization) for these types
of resources.
Apart from extending the web portal concept to include
geospatial and georeferenced information, the G-Portal pro-
ject also seeks users’ contribution and participation in two
ways. Firstly, it provides the facilities for users to contribute
meta-data description about geospatial and georeferenced
resources. Secondly, it facilitates user collaboration and
participation under diﬀerent user-deﬁned projects in which
1To be more precise, Yahoo! maintains its categories in a
directed graph structure.
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several groups of users can come together to contribute and
share their web resources. They can also add their knowl-
edge as annotations to the web resources if desired. By
making annotations available among users within a group,
knowledge sharing becomes possible over G-Portal.
1.1 A Use Case Example
To justify the design of G-Portal, we need to consider a
wide range of use cases that suggest how such a web por-
tal can be used by a user or a group of users. Each use
case describes the steps required to accomplish a task using
geospatial and georeferenced web resources. The develop-
ment of such use cases for earth system education has been
carried out in the DLESE (Digital Library for Earth System
Education) research [13]. In the following scenario, we study
the use case of an educator wanting to create a collection of
resources about ﬂora and fauna in Singapore for teaching
purposes.
The educator ﬁrst decides to get some graduate students’
help in collecting the various species of ﬂora and fauna in
diﬀerent locations found in Singapore. This information will
be compiled and made available on the web. It is necessary
for the graduate students to document the discovered ﬂora
or fauna species and their locations as they ﬁnd them. The
compiled information may involve images, text and other
types of multimedia objects. This information, after some
editing by the lecturer, will be made available to the under-
graduate students and general public as reference materials.
Note that now the lecturer would like the undergraduate stu-
dents to read the materials and provide further comments
as they learn more about the ﬂora and fauna species found
in Singapore.
The above use case is a fairly general one. It involves
the description of what the general requirements are for us-
ing geospatial and georeferenced web resources. It also does
not describe how the requirements can be met by a speciﬁc
system design. Instead of trying to address the above re-
quirements by a single system module, we have decided to
have G-Portal provide a set of tools or modules that can be
combined together in a ﬂexible way to achieve the use case
requirements.
In the above use case, information about users and user
contributions in the form of web resources and annotations
should be stored and managed. The format of the web re-
source description should be made common for the graduate
students so that they are aware of the types of information
to be contributed. One should also be able to group diﬀer-
ent web resources and annotations together under a common
project. A classiﬁcation scheme for the resources will thus
be required for easy access, and these may be deﬁned by the
teacher.
The above suggests the need for a set of modules to deal
with the subtasks. It turns out that modules can be designed
to be generic enough to handle other use cases, such as col-
lecting and organizing existing information about forests on
the web, and ﬁnding and organizing web resources under a
research topic e.g. global climate change.
1.2 Key Concepts
This section brieﬂy introduces the key concepts of
G-Portal. Some of the concepts will be discussed further
in Section 3.
Resources are the basic elements of G-Portal. They are
generic containers that store data. At its most fundamen-
tal level, a resource has an identifier, a location, a schema
pointer, an owner, access control information and contents
and attributes as deﬁned in its schema. In G-Portal, re-
sources are stored as XML documents.
Schemas are used to deﬁne the internal structure of re-
sources. Every resource requires a schema. Resources with
the same schema can be seen as instances of the schema,
in which case, the schema plays the role of a Class in the
Object-Oriented model. Schemas are not user-consumable
data, but are meant to be used by G-Portal or other ap-
plications to interpret the contents of resources. Schemas
are part of G-Portal but they will be exposed to external
applications in the form of URLs for information exchange
purposes.
In order to organize the various resources, users can de-
ﬁne Layers that contain a collection of resources. These
resources may or may not be of the same type (i.e. having
the same schema). A resource may belong to diﬀerent lay-
ers, if its access control information as speciﬁed by its owner
allows it to be shared.
In addition, resources typically are not used in isolation
but as part of a larger task. The concept of a Project is
introduced to provide a higher level of abstraction and is
used to deﬁne the collection of layers used for a particular
task. Under one project, multiple layers can be deﬁned.
Each project will have one or more core layers, which serve
as the spatial context for the whole project. A layer can
only be owned and modiﬁed by one project but may be
made available to other projects through replication.
The remaining sections of this paper present G-Portal
in detail. Section 2 introduces the system architecture of
G-Portal. Section 3 describes the management of geospatial
and georeferenced resources in the system. Section 4 talks
about how the system presents and visualizes the resources.
Various related works are reviewed in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper and proposes ideas for future work.
2. G-PORTAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
G-Portal is designed to support the creation, maintenance,
visualization, and querying of geospatial and georeferenced
web content. The overall system architecture is shown in
Figure 1. G-Portal consists of eight major modules each
responsible for diﬀerent functions. They are the user man-
agement, project management, schema management,
visualization, resource presentation, query engine,
web resource maintenance and resource classification
modules.
The user management module maintains a database of
digital library users who can contribute resources to
G-Portal. Each user is assigned a user proﬁle that includes
his/her username, password, and other information that
may be used to personalize the content and services acces-
sible by the user.
The project management module allows a user to deﬁne
one or more projects each representing a logical organization
of geospatial and georeferenced resources. There are essen-
tially two kinds of resources in G-Portal. A resource may
be a piece of information that can be located and uniquely
identiﬁed on the web, or a piece of information contributed
by a user. In the former case, a resource record is created
with reference to the corresponding web information. In the
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Figure 1: Architecture of G-Portal
latter, a resource record is also created but it will contain
the contributed information as well. All resource records are
stored in a resource database. Within each project are
resources arranged in layers so that resources in the same
layer are bundled and presented together. Note that re-
sources can be shared across layers and projects but layers
are not sharable among projects. The project and layer in-
formation are stored in the project and layer database.
In Section 3, more details about resource management in
G-Portal will be discussed.
To allow us to determine the semantics and structure
of resources, each resource is deﬁned by a schema. These
schemas can be pre-deﬁned or created as and when required.
The schema management module is therefore responsible for
the storage, retrieval, and querying on the schemas. Schema
information is maintained in the schema database.
The visualization module is designed to provide a map-
interface to the resources hosted by G-Portal. It consists of
an interactive map that can be used to navigate and browse
resources in a project. Nevertheless, such a visualization
approach is only applicable to resources that carry spatial
attributes. Consequently, all resources, spatial and non-
spatial, will also be visualized in hierarchies of categories
determined by the resource classification module. De-
pending on the schema involved, the resource presentation
module will be able to display the contents of a selected
resource. When the resource contains a URL reference to
a web page, the resource presentation module can also di-
rectly invoke an external web browser to view the page. The
other important features of the visualization module will be
further elaborated in Section 4.
The query engine allows users to specify queries on pro-
jects, layers, resources, and resource schemas. As G-Portal
adopts an XML database server to store the above informa-
tion, the query language is XML-based and the query results
will be formatted in XML as well. On the other hand, to
support spatial queries over the resources, spatial indexes
will be constructed on the spatial resources. For resources
that are on remote database servers, the query engine will
also provide meta-search services allowing users to query
them directly.
The web resource maintenance module is mainly respon-
sible for monitoring changes to the web information refer-
enced by G-Portal’s resources. When changes are detected,
the resource owners will be notiﬁed so that they can either
recapture the references or simply drop the resources. We
anticipate this module will signiﬁcantly increase the work-
load to the system. Hence, the maintenance feature should
only be optional for resources having web references and will
only be activated upon user speciﬁcation.
3. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In this section, we describe how the various geospatial and
georeferenced resources are managed in G-Portal.
3.1 Resources and Schemas
As mentioned in Section 1.2, a resource consists of several
elements. The identifier is unique within the portal and
is used to reference resources. The location of a resource
associates the resource with either a location on a map or
another resource. For the former, a coordinate system such
as latitude and longitude may be used. The identiﬁer of the
associated resource will be used for the latter case. This
occurs in situations where a resource is an annotation to
another resource.
The Schema pointer speciﬁes where to locate of the schema
that deﬁnes the internal structure of the resource. The syn-
tax of the pointer is based on a scheme similar to the Uni-
form Resource Locator (URL). Keeping the schema pointer
within the resource itself allows viewers for the various types
of resources to ﬁrst read the resource schema, understand
the syntactic structure of the resource and then retrieve and
display the actual content.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Resource.xsd"/>
<xsd:complexType name="FlowerType">
<xsd:complexContent>
<xsd:extension base="ResourceType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Name" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Type" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Color" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:extension>
</xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:element name="Resource">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Flower" type="FlowerType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
Figure 2: A Resource Schema of Flowers
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <Resource
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="Flower.xsd">
<Flower ID="12BCk_2">
... ...
<Name>Red Rose</Name>
<Type>Rose</Type>
<Color>Red</Color>
</Flower>
</Resource>
Figure 3: An Instance of Flower Resource
The owner of a resource is the user who created the re-
source. Owners may specify the access control information
of that resource (e.g. allow others to read but not mod-
ify the resource). Access control will be discussed later in
Section 3.4.
The type of data that a resource stores is determined by
the schema associated with the resource. The data might
be as simple as a single text string or as complex as a tree
structure of elements each with diﬀerent data types.
Schemas in G-Portal are deﬁned using XML Schema. Sim-
ilar to the concept of a Class in the Object-Oriented model,
schemas may inherit from other schemas. Having inheritance
between schemas allows multiple schemas to share common
attributes that can be used in classiﬁcation. A Schema can
also be part of another schema, a feature which allows us to
compose new schemas from existing schemas. By allowing
inheritance and composition of, we have a more ﬂexible and
expressive data model for deﬁning complex geospatial and
georeferenced resources. At the same time, we also enhance
the reusability of schemas.
Figure 2 gives an example deﬁnition of a resource about
ﬂowers. Note that common attributes of a resource such as
identiﬁer, location, and access control information are de-
ﬁned by the base type ResourceType in the ﬁle Resource.xsd.
FlowerType reuses these common attributes by including
the ﬁle Resource.xsd and extending (subclassing) Resource-
Type. An example of an instance of the resource type Flower
is shown in Figure 3. Location and access control informa-
tion are not shown.
3.2 Resource Population
In G-Portal, resources are bundled into layers which then
are organized into projects. Layers and projects are logical
concepts that aim to help users better organize their geospa-
tial and georeferenced resources and to perform their tasks
more eﬃciently. This logical grouping also helps ease the vi-
sualization of resources which is important when the volume
of resources becomes large. Visualization will be elaborated
in Section 4.
To begin populating G-Portal with resources, a user who
has administrator access rights has to ﬁrst create a project
using the Project Management Module. As discussed, a
project is meant for a speciﬁc task that is related to geospa-
tial or georeferenced data. A project has a unique identiﬁer,
a name, a general description and information for classiﬁca-
tion purposes. The creator of the project can determine the
shareability of the project and this is also stored as part of
the project information in the Project Database.
Before populating each project, the administrator must
deﬁne the target area of the project which is by default the
global atlas. The administrator then deﬁnes one or more
core layers which will exist throughout the whole project as
the spatial base for reference by other resources. For target
areas other than the global atlas, the project administrator
can create new core layers or replicate core layers from the
project and layer database. For example, in the case of a
small target area such as a project about Singapore, the
eﬀect of zooming in the global atlas would result in a mono-
color and coarse Singapore map. The administrator might
thus want to use a map of Singapore with a higher resolution
as the core layer.
The separation of core layers from other layers is essential
in G-Portal. The core layers are required in order to make
G-Portal’s concept of visualizing geospatial and georefer-
enced resources meaningful. The core layers typically consist
of basic elements of a map such as country boundaries, lakes,
rivers and their relevant information. For example, a project
involving the study of various lakes in South-East Asia may
combine the map of South-East Asian countries (one type
of resource) and information about lakes (another type of
resource) into one core layer. Alternatively, the project ad-
ministrator may want to put these two types of resources
into two core layers, since he/she may have created another
project about South-East Asia and may want to replicate
the core layer of the countries from that project. In this
way, the administrator only needs to create the core layer
for the lakes.
Layers that are not deﬁned as core layers are called non-
core layers or normal layers. These layers may or may not
be shown on the map, depending on the preferences and
interests of the individual end users. Non-core layers are
deﬁned by the project administrator and can contain any
information under the topic of interest of the project. For
example, in the South-East Asian lakes project, related re-
sources might include rivers and mountains in the same area
and these may form the non-core layers.
To deﬁne a layer, be it core or non-core, the adminis-
trator determines the types of resources that are to be in-
cluded in the layer using the Layer Management Module.
A unique identiﬁer will also be assigned to the layer. In
fact, what needs to be speciﬁed are the schema pointers of
the resource, since schemas denotes the type or class of re-
sources. The actual layer will then contain instances of the
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resources. Similar to projects, the access control informa-
tion will be decided by the creator. Typically, core layers
are conﬁgured as read-only while some of the non-core layers
may be set to be modiﬁable by the users of the project or
even the public.
To create a layer by combining diﬀerent types of resources,
the administrator needs to have the resource schemas at
hand to select from. G-Portal’s schema database maintains
a large set of schemas that can be readily used. This col-
lection is either provided by G-Portal as default resource
schemas or accumulated from previous projects. If no suit-
able schema can be found, the administrator may create
new schemas for the types of resources to be included in
the project. Here, creating a new schema does not mean
developing a schema from scratch. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.1, the schema deﬁnition in G-Portal allows inheri-
tance and composition. New schemas can be deﬁned easily
by “subclassing” existing schemas if a parent-children re-
lationship is identiﬁed, or by including other schemas if a
whole-part relationship is identiﬁed. The creation of new
schemas or modiﬁcation of existing schemas is facilitated by
the Schema Management Module. The module also provides
an interface for browsing the schema database to help users
to locate appropriate schemas.
Once the required resource schemas and layers are de-
ﬁned, the project is ready for resource population by users.
As mentioned earlier, authorized users will be able to con-
tribute new resources into the project or update existing
resources, and these tasks are performed through the Re-
source Management Module. The module is capable of un-
derstanding the syntactic structure of a resource by reading
the resource’s schema. The module will also help to enforce
the correctness and integrity of the populated resources by
validating the resource instances using the schema.
One of G-Portal’s main objectives is to provide an envi-
ronment for user contribution of geospatial and georefer-
enced resources – that is, the collection is not solely devel-
oped from G-Portal’s administrators but from users of the
digital library as well. In fact, we expect that most of the
resources will be contributed through digital library users.
G-Portal facilitates the process by providing modules that
allow users to easily contribute resources and to help them
to eﬃciently browse and retrieve the collection. In addi-
tion to supporting the manipulation of resources, G-Portal’s
management modules also allow users to create projects and
layers and to deﬁne the schemas of the resources that they
contribute. In this way, users contribute not only the collec-
tion but also the schemas of the contents. This is one of the
features that distinguish G-Portal from other geospatial and
georeferenced digital libraries (GDLs) such as DLESE [13]
and ADL Gazetteer [6] which restrict resources to certain
predeﬁned schemas. Note however that to maintain the in-
tegrity of the collection, users’ contributions are subject to
review to ensure that certain standards are met. These will
of course depend on the policies put in place by the admin-
istrators of G-Portal.
In the current implementation of G-Portal, each instance
of a resource is stored as an individual XML document in an
XML database. Schemas are stored in the XML database.
Information about projects and layers are, on the other
hand, stored in a relational database since they do not have
complex tree structures as in schemas. User and access con-
trol information are also stored in the relational database.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <xsd:schema
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Annotation.xsd"/>
<xsd:complexType name="FlowerAnnotationType">
<xsd:complexContent>
<xsd:extension base="AnnotationType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Name" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Description" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:extension>
</xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:element name="Resource">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="FlowerAnnotation"
type="FlowerAnnotationType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>
Figure 4: A Resource Schema of Flower Annotation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <Resource
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="FlowerAnnotation.xsd">
<FlowerAnnotation ID="3AX10M">
<Location Type="Association">
<AssociatedResource>
<ID>12BCk_2</ID>
</AssociatedResource>
</Location>
<Name>Rose annotation</Name>
<Description>
This is an annotation about this particular rose
</Description>
</FlowerAnnotation>
</Resource>
Figure 5: An Instance of Flower Annotation
3.3 Resource Annotation
In G-Portal, we deal not only with geospatial information,
but also with georeferenced data. We introduce the concept
of an Annotation to allow authorized users to attach in-
formation about existing resources.
Annotating existing resources is an important way of con-
tributing to G-Portal and it is even possible to have anno-
tations for existing annotations if required. Similar to other
types of resources, annotations have their own schemas.
Users may either select from our repository of schemas or
deﬁne their own using the Schema Management Module.
They can further contribute to G-Portal by submitting their
schemas into the schema database.
Figure 4 shows the annotation schema deﬁnition. This
schema extends the base schema AnnotationType which is
derived from ResourceType. This relationship is possible
because annotations are considered as a type of resource. An
example of an annotation of this type is shown in Figure 5.
3.4 Access Control
Every resource, layer and project in G-Portal has access
control information associated with it, and this information
is deﬁned by the resource creator.
In the current implementation of G-Portal, we employ a
Unix-like security scheme. Each item (resource, layer, or
project) in G-Portal has read and write ﬂags for the three
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diﬀerent categories of users: Owner, Group and Others.
Each item will also have a creator and a group. The read and
write ﬂags are simple boolean values that indicate whether
the operation is allowed. These ﬂags can only be modiﬁed
by the creator. Users of G-Portal may belong to one or
more groups, and users in the same group as the creator
are constrained by the read/write ﬂags of the Group cate-
gory. Users not in the same group as the creator will be
considered to be in the Others group, and are restricted by
the read/write ﬂags of that group. Anonymous users do not
belong to any group and are always considered as belonging
to the Others group.
Finally, layers in one project can only be accessed within
the project. If users of other projects want to reuse the
layers in another project, they may replicate the layers into
their own projects. This will likely to happen to layers that
serve as core layers.
4. VISUALIZATION OF RESOURCES
In this section, we describe how G-Portal presents its re-
sources to users. There are two basic interfaces for visualiz-
ing resources in G-Portal: a Map-based Interface and a
Classification Interface.
4.1 Map-based Interface
In G-Portal, the predominant mode for accessing resources
is via a map-based interface. This includes geospatial re-
sources such as countries, rivers and mountains. As men-
tioned in Section 3, each project will have one or more core
layers that contain only geospatial resources. Since each
geospatial object has a location on the map and a geograph-
ical representation which is either a shape or an image, it is
always possible to visualize the core layers on the map. The
core layers will always be visible on the map and will appear
at the lowest levels to serve as the geographical context of
the whole project.
Non-core layers that contain geospatial objects will also
be visualized in the same way. However, because these layers
may not be essential to the project at any one time, they may
be turned oﬀ by the users, i.e. made invisible. When a layer
is turned oﬀ, all the instances of the resources grouped in the
layer will no longer be visible on the map. Layers are ordered
so that layers with higher z-indexes will overlay lower z-
index layers. This ordering of layers can be predeﬁned by
project administrators and altered by users at the time of
map access. The visibility of non-core layers can also be
conﬁgured by the user.
When a resource does not have a geospatial representation
so as to make it visualizable, symbolic icons may be used to
represent it visually. Resources that fall into this category
include georeferenced resources that are associated with cer-
tain instances of geospatial resources. In most cases, these
resources are annotations and they automatically share the
same geographical location as the geospatial resources that
they are associated with. To display them, we will only need
to give them some kind of visual representation which we
achieve by assigning icons. Alternatively, users may choose
not to display these resources on the map interface. Users
can deﬁne in the schema how unvisualizable resources are
displayed.
To allow users to navigate the map-based interface,
G-Portal provides a set of Navigation Tools. For example,
users can zoom in and out, and pan within any region of
Figure 6: Screen Shot of G-Portal Client
the project. G-Portal also provides a navigation aid called a
“Bird Eye’s View” that shows the entire region of the project
in a small dialog and highlights the area that the user is cur-
rently viewing. All layers are listed in the Layer Dialog and
users can turn the layers on and oﬀ using checkboxes. Layer
colors may be changed here as well. The map-based inter-
face together with these tools are shown in Figure 6.
4.2 Classification Interface
There exists another category of resources that are not as-
sociated with any speciﬁc instances of geospatial objects nor
have they any geographical attributes. These include gen-
eral geographical information such as how mountains are
formed. Resources like climate and demographic informa-
tion may also fall into this category.
G-Portal provides another type of visualization called the
Classiﬁcation Interface to present this category of resources.
The Classiﬁcation Interface categorizes and displays resour-
ces according to certain classiﬁcation criteria and exists in
parallel with the map-based interface.
The criteria for classiﬁcation are usually based on some
common attributes of the resources. The interface utilizes
the classiﬁcation service provided by G-Portal and displays
the results in the form of hierarchical categories to users.
While non-geospatial resources can only be visualized in
the Classiﬁcation Interface, this interface is not restricted
only to these resources. In general, any resource that has
attributes that can be classiﬁed may be visualized using this
interface. The classiﬁcation interface is thus able to visualize
all resources in G-Portal including those resources that are
visualizable in the map-based interface.
4.3 Synchronization Between Interfaces
Besides providing support for visualizing resources in both
interfaces, G-Portal also supports synchronization between
the two interfaces. To illustrate this, we refer to the use case
described in Section 1.1.
In the ﬂora and fauna project, a user may create a schema
for ﬂowers found in Singapore. This schema may contain
attributes such as species, color and locations found. While
the ﬂower resources may be classiﬁed by species or color,
they can also be shown in the map-based interface according
to their locations. By clicking on a ﬂower resource in the
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classiﬁcation interface, the user will see that the resource is
also highlighted in the map interface.
In the classiﬁcation interface, ﬂower resources will also be
grouped by diﬀerent species and colors. For the color red,
there may be several ﬂower resources classiﬁed. If the user
clicks on the category of red ﬂowers, all the resources in that
category will be shown on the map as well. On the other
hand, if a user selects an area on the map that includes
several ﬂower resources, the corresponding resources will be
highlighted in the classiﬁcation interface. This synchroniza-
tion will allow users to immediately see the distribution of
resources according to diﬀerent categories.
4.4 Viewing Resources
Viewing the actual content of a resource involves display-
ing both its geospatial and non-geospatial attributes. These
attributes may not be easily visualized as the non-geospatial
attributes can be of any data type, depending on the schema
used. G-Portal oﬀers the ﬂexibility of visualizing resource
contents by allowing users to specify the viewing mechanism
within the schema itself. For example, external tools might
be used if the attributes are more complex than G-Portal’s
built-in tools can handle.
4.5 Implementation
G-Portal’s client-sides modules are currently implemented
as a Java applet as this allows users to access the por-
tal through web browsers. In addition, the Java program-
ming language also provides expressive and powerful pro-
gramming functionality which enables us to implement the
features discussed in this paper. G-Portal is developed us-
ing Java 1.1 which is supported by the majority of the web
browsers currently in use without the need for additional
software. Figure 6 shows the main user interface of G-Portal.
The implementation of the map-based interface employs
an open source software package called GeoTools [4], which
provides a set of Application Programming Interfaces that
encapsulate the common functionalities required by geo-
graphical-based systems. The management modules for ma-
nipulating projects, layers, resources and schemas are imple-
mented in the Java applet as well.
5. RELATED WORK
G-Portal shares similar goals with existing digital libraries
providing access to geospatial and georeferenced content.
These include early systems such as Georep [10] and the
Spatial Document Locator System (SDLS) [9] both of which
provide basic search and retrieval services of geospatial data
over the World Wide Web. More recent projects include
the Alexandria Digital Library ADL [11], its successor the
Alexandria Digital Earth Prototype System (ADEPT) [12],
the Digital Library for Earth System Education (DLESE)
[13] and Earthscape [3].
ADL’s goal was to build a distributed digital library ac-
cessible over the Internet for geographically referenced ma-
terials including maps, satellite images, etc., and their as-
sociated metadata. ADEPT builds upon ADL and seeks
to support the creation of personalized digital libraries of
geospatial information (“ learning spaces ”), and investigat-
ing their utility in post-secondary science education [2]. Like
ADEPT, DLESE focuses on education and contains online
education resources for various educational levels in earth
system science education. A notable diﬀerence is that the
contents of the digital library relies on users’ contribution of
resources which may include maps, simulations, lesson plans,
data sets, etc. Similarly, Earthscape provides a collection of
online resources on the earth sciences and these are classi-
ﬁed into four categories: teaching (e.g lesson plans), learn-
ing (e.g. readings and links), policy and research. Earth-
scape however diﬀers from DLESE and G-Portal in that it is
subscription-based with its resources obtained after review
by an editorial board consisting of scholars in the discipline.
In addition, G-Portal shares the view that digital libraries
should be environments where patrons not only retrieve in-
formation but also contribute resources to enhance the li-
braries’ holdings as well. As such, G-Portal may be com-
pared to digital libraries such as DLESE, Synchrony [5], the
Global Digital Museum (GDM) [14] albeit with diﬀerent
approaches to contribution and in diﬀerent domains. For
example, DLESE and GDM support contributions via Web-
based interfaces while Synchrony employs a spatial hyper-
text interface.
The G-Portal eﬀort is also related to systems that attempt
to provide a single interface to access multiple heterogenous
GDLs. For example, System for the Optimized Selection of
Spatial Data (SOS-SD) [8] aims to investigate the possibil-
ity of building a data warehouse application that retrieves
preliminary data from diﬀerent GDLs and integrate them
into a single database for user inquiry. MEADOW (Middle-
ware for Eﬃcient Web-based Access to Databases through
OpenGIS Wrappers) [1] adopts the CORBA object model
and OpenGIS standard and proposes an architecture for ac-
cessing multiple geographic databases.
Finally, the approach of using map-based interfaces to ac-
cess geospatial and georeferenced content may also be found
in several systems. Apart from ADL and ADEPT, Global-
Atlas [7] is a geographical search service that allows users
to search for distributed Web resources by drawing a query
on a map. The system then responds by retrieving docu-
ments found within the bounded region. Similarly, the work
by Zhao et al [16] proposes another map-based web search
interface that integrates with the WWW and visual spa-
tial query interface. SDLS also supports map-based access
to documents although navigation and not querying is the
main access mechanism. Users begin with a top-level map
and traverse various regions (“ information zones ”) until the
desired documents are located. Note however that in these
systems, search and retrieval are the main features whereas
G-Portal focuses on resource contribution by users as well.
Despite some similarities with existing GDL projects,
G-Portal has several important diﬀerences. For example,
both ADL and ADEPT own the resources in the collection
while G-Portal adopts a model closer to DLESE in that
the development of the collection depends mainly on users’
contributions as well as on the discovery and acquisition
of external resources (such as geography-related Web sites).
On the other hand, G-Portal’s resource access and contribu-
tion approach diﬀers from DLESE and Earthscape through
the provision of both an interactive map-based interface as
well as a Web-based interface. Either interface may be used
depending on the type of resource. For instance, spatial in-
formation may be accessed through the map-based interface
while non-spatial resources may be access through the Web-
based interface. This ﬂexibility allows a greater range of
resources and resource types to be made available to users
of the digital library.
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6. CONCLUSION
In the G-Portal project, a digital library of geospatial and
georeferenced resources is constructed and organized as a
unique web portal capable of presenting information both
spatially in a map-based interface and non-spatially in a hi-
erarchical classiﬁcation interface. With G-Portal, users can
not only view these resources but also contribute geospatial
and georeferenced web resources under diﬀerent projects us-
ing pre-deﬁned XML schemas. By allowing resources to be
shared across projects, G-Portal facilitates sharing of web
resources while ensuring that they are compliant with pre-
deﬁned schema structures useful in visualization and query
formulation. G-Portal also adopts generic functional mod-
ules around its resource repositories making it easier to sup-
port diﬀerent use cases for learning and research. In this
paper, we described the system architecture of G-Portal and
its modules. Its resource management and visualization ca-
pabilities are also discussed in detail.
Work on G-Portal is ongoing with the project focusing on
the following tasks:
• Implementation of G-Portal: G-Portal is a 6-month
old project and while most of the design work has been
completed, the implementation of a working prototype
was started only recently. The preliminary versions of
the visualization and resource management modules
have been completed but there are several features yet
to be implemented, e.g. the classiﬁcation interface and
the synchronization between the map and classiﬁcation
interfaces. The other modules, e.g. query engine and
web resource maintenance are currently being devel-
oped.
• Evaluation of G-Portal: The success of G-Portal de-
pends on how well it can be used to support the dif-
ferent use cases for learning and research involving
geospatial and georeferenced web content. Plans are
underway to conduct experiments in Singapore schools
and other interested organizations to evaluate the use
of G-Portal to support such use cases.
• Remote resource query processing: Much of the geospa-
tial and georeferenced web information are currently
stored in databases and can only be accessed via sim-
ple query interfaces. The heterogeneities among these
interfaces pose challenges to G-Portal and work is be-
ing done to provide an uniﬁed query interface to these
systems while keeping the query evaluation process ef-
ﬁcient.
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